









The relationship between tourist’s satisfaction with food consumption 
and experiential value captured from it in a travel. 
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  0.731 T2㸸౑ࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㣗ᮦ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࡶࡗ࡜▱ࡾࡓ࠸࡜ឤࡌࡓ
T3㸸ࡑࡢ㣗య㦂ࡣពእᛶࡀ࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊ㠃ⓑ࠿ࡗࡓ
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⾲5 㔜ᅇᖐศᯒࡢ⤖ᯝ
ȕS ȕF ȕT ȕA ȕR n 
Existential G. T. 0.921*** -0.117 0.055 -0.184* 0.113 42 
Experimental G. T. 0.658*** 0.101 -0.038 0.073 0.040 149 
Recreational G. T. ʊ ʊ ʊ ʊ ʊ 3 
Diversionary G. T. 0.771*** 0.083 -0.056 0.067 0.045 82 
ࢱ࢖ࣉศࡅ↓ࡋ 0.721*** 0.083 0.008 0.014 0.050 276 
ὀ㸧ࠕG.T.ࠖ ࡣࠕGastronomy Touristࠖ ࠊࠕnࠖࡣࢧࣥࣉࣝᩘࢆ♧ࡍࠋ***ࡣp < 0.001, *ࡣp < 0.05࡛࠶ࡿ
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㸦࡜࡚ࡶ‶㊊࡛࠶ࡗࡓ ࡸࡸ‶㊊࡛࠶ࡗࡓ ࡝ࡕࡽ࡛ࡶ࡞࠸ ࠶ࡲࡾ‶㊊࡛࡞࠿ࡗࡓ
඲↛‶㊊࡛࡞࠿ࡗࡓ㸧
1-3㸬ୖ グࡢ㣗஦య㦂ࢆྵࡵࡓ᪑⾜඲యࡢ‶㊊ᗘࡣḟࡢ࡝ࢀ࡛ࡋࡓ࠿㸽ୗグࡢࠕ࡜࡚ࡶ‶
㊊࡛࠶ࡗࡓ ࠖࠕࡸࡸ‶㊊࡛࠶ࡗࡓ ࠖࠕ࡝ࡕࡽ࡛ࡶ࡞࠸ ࠖࠕ࠶ࡲࡾ‶㊊࡛࡞࠿ࡗࡓ ࠖࠕ඲↛
‶㊊࡛࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠖࡢ5ࡘ࠿ࡽ1ࡘࢆ㑅ࡧࠊż࡛ᅖࢇ࡛ୗࡉ࠸ࠋ
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㸦࡜࡚ࡶ‶㊊࡛࠶ࡗࡓ ࡸࡸ‶㊊࡛࠶ࡗࡓ ࡝ࡕࡽ࡛ࡶ࡞࠸ ࠶ࡲࡾ‶㊊࡛࡞࠿ࡗࡓ
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